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May 26,2077

The Honorable Edward Demarco
Acting Director
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, Nw
4th Floor
Washington, D.C, 20552

Dear Acting Director DeMarco:

I write on behalf of several residents of Indiana's First Congressional District.

These residents have contacted me to express their concerns regarding the proposed rule

establishing standards for a Qualified Residential Mortgage. Enclosed, please find a copy of the

correspondence I have received from them. Specifically, they are concerned that the rule would

create an exorbitant down-payment requirement, which would reduce the availability of
affordable mortgages for qualified consumers, I would appreciate your addressing their concerns

and making their correspondence part of the official comments you receive for the proposed

regulation.

Thank you in advance for your serious consideration of this matter. Do not hesitate to let

me know if you have any questions or need additional information'

Peter J. Visclosky
Member of Congress

PJV:en
Enclosures

rHIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS

@o#-r,

Sincerely,
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 I l8l20l I 8:45 :48 PM
To : " INO I IMA " <INO I WYR@housemail.house' gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Cynthia Robbins
2942 Wells St

Lake Station, IN 46405-27 59

clrhobart@hotmail. com
219-963-3591 I

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent ofhigh"r down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cap1lo (R-WV), Moore
(D:M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

htrp://ing1:8gg/IQ/view eml 2.aspx?rid:3018175&oid:323034&did:&from set:&from-'.. 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Dato 5 I 181201 1 9: 17 :12 PM
To : "INO I IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Peter Novak
3738 Higgins Park South St

Hammond,IN 46323-4303
pete@gniar.com

,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenti.s would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC)' In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capllo (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The propcised QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

thosç that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly nffrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view_emlJ.aspx?rid:3018167 &oid:323037 &did:&from set:&from ... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 51191201 1 6:28: 1 5 AM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Tina Freeman
42}Mammoth Dr

Hebron,IN 46341-8954
tinafreeman@mccolly. com
219-996-2249 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Pçrlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-\U), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan'
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

htto:/iinQ1:8QQ/IO/view eml 2.aspx?rid:3018158&oíd:323050&did:&from-set:&from... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 I l8l20ll I :13 :42 PM
To : " INO I IMA " <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Melissa Capellari
3550 Woodgate Ct

Wheatfield, IN 463 92 -97 05

mc ap ellai@hotmai l. c om
219-956-2880 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

My personal business, should this new rule be implemented, would be

decreased by a staggeingg}o/o.I would imagine most of my colleagues
would suffer the same fate. This is simply not something that our
sector of business could recover from in this already diffrcult
economic climate.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-unden¡nitten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

htto://in0l:800/IO/view eml 2.aspx?rid:3018153&,oiÉ322990&did:&from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:lhn1l:800/IQ/view emI 2.aspx?rid:3018153&oid:322990&.did:&from-set:&from ... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 I 19 l20ll 6:56:46 AM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Kia Banske
421CardinalDr

Crown Point, IN 46307-4361
kbanske@yahoo.com
219-661-3492 i

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery {epends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

å

Thàt is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualif,red Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WD, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the avâilability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http://inQ1:8QQ/IQ/view eml 2.aspx?ríd:3018149&oid:323051&did:&from-set:&from-... 5126120II
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 5lI8l20ll 12:46:49 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Gladys Walsh
4044Btxning Tree Ct

Crown Point, IN 46307-895 1

c2l glady s @hotmail. com
219-746-9672 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members oithe National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent oihigh"t down-paymentþ would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC)' In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lètters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

httn://in0l:800/IO/view eml 2.aspx?rid:3018186&oiF322983&did:&.from-set:&from '.' 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 I 19 l20l I 4:56:50 AM
To : "INO I IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulatórs to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Jason Utesch
508 Napoleon St

Valparaiso, IN 46383 -47 48
j ason@housesinindiana. com
2t9-39s-0456 

,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated
by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,
Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumeÍs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and
those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-undenn'ritten mortgages from the risk retention
requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the
mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home
Ownership in reach.

http://in01:SO0/IQ/view_em?.aspx?rid:3018185&oid:323049&did:&from set:&from... 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 51 18l20ll 1 :35 :02 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Michael Russell
9190 N 327 W

Lake Village, IN 46349-9476
nwibpo@yahoo.com
2r9-992-9073

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the p.opor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view emI2.aspx?rid:3018176&.oid:322996&did:&from set:&from ... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 51191201 I 8:01 :26 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA " <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Craig Frendling
628 Fillmore Ave

Dyer, IN 463ll-1134
uaig@I<roovy.com
219-865-2818

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery' Implementing a

new rule requiring a twent¡r percent oihigher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"A Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), C1nlto (R-WV), Moore

(D:wI), Miller (R-CÃ), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

Ètt.tr âsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act'

The proposed QRM rule would create an enolmous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualif,red

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requ-irements. Well-undèrwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-HagarL-

IsaÈson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach..

htrp://ingl:8gg/Ie/view eml 2.aspx?rid=3018888&oid:323452&did:&from-set:&from-... 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 I 19 l20ll 2:34:58 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Jason Davidson
125 N Lindberg St

Griffith, IN 463 19-2603
j davidson20 1 0@sbcglobal.net
219-934-1958 :

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recoveÍy. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks. ' 'u

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-\U), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'
I am personally looking at selling my house and buying a bigger house'
I can not afford to put 20Yo downon a new house my self, even with
selling my house. So, that right there shows you that it would effect
the housing market negaitively. That would result in the loss of two
sales alone.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

http:llin07:8OO/IQ/view eml 2.aspx?Åd=-3018882&oid:323244&.did:&from-set:&from-... 512612011
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Isakson letter or thê Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

htto:llin0l:800/IQ/view eml 2.aspx?rid:3018882&oid:323244&did:&from-set:&from-'.. 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 51191201 I 8:55:33 AM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Paul Boyter
2340 Arndt St

Chesterton, IN 46304-9685
pboyter@mccolly.com
219-789-1228 :

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe.loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webfotms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>
Date: 5 l 19 l20Il 2:07 :19 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Amy Benninger
302 V/illow St

Lowell, IN 46356-2258
amy. b ennin ger @c entury2 | . c om
219-696-4376 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated
by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,
Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank'Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enorrnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and
those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention
requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home
Ownership in reach.

Attachments
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 5l20l20II 6:44:47 AM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Randy Travis
421 V/estchester Ln

Valparaiso, IN 463 85-8000
rtr av is @firstmort g ag ec orp. c om
219-477-9278 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoflnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these lequirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>

Date: 5l20l20Il 12:37: 1 1 AM
To : " INO I IMA " <IN0 1 

rù/YR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Larry Toll
2047 GovertDr

Schererville, IN 46375 -5126
larry tol@comnetcom. net
219-322-090s

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentp would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry{o (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ásk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees foi
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isaksoi letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 511912011 7:03:31 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail'house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Scott Spevacek
8929 Crooked Bnd

Saint John, IN 4637 3 -8729
spevcent2l @aol.com
219-365-2348 i

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentþ would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propo."d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry{o (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webfotms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 I 19 l20ll 9 :06:57 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Kelly Randall
4054 Sheffreld Ave

Hammond, IN 46327-1241
kelly.randall@rose-re. com
2r9-405-6647

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery {epends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated .

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoflnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-urrderwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 5l 19 l20ll 3 :1 0:02 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA " <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Ralph Peo

11820N 1000 v/

Demotte, IN 46310-9535
rpeo@comcast.net
219-987-3782 i

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery {epends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propo."a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enolmous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers: Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 511912011 3:37:13 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housernail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Lynn Palmer
9363 W 157th Pl

Lowell, IN 46356-9366
ly nn@thelynnp almergroup . com
2t9-746-0284

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS,I
believe that our economic recovery {epends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propo."A Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WÐ, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoffnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I nrge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http://in0l:8O0/IQ/view_eml2.aspx?rid:3018908&oid:323324&.did:&from set:&from ... 5126120Il
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov)
Date: 511912011 10:09:31 PM
To : " INO I IMA " <INO 1'WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Catherine Lincourt
921 Pawnee Dr

Crown Point, IN 46307-4515
music_diva@ameritech. net

I

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore

(D:M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 511912011 3 :42:47 PM
To : " INO 1 IMA " <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Dennis Koesters
9254 Norris Dr

Hobart,IN 46342-6831
dennykoe sters @msn. com
219-789-0099

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS,I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentls would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofmous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. rWell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî'
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800ilQ/view_eml_2.aspx?rid:3018899&oid=323344&did:&from set:&from ." 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 I 19 l20ll 8:25 :08 AM
To : " INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Amelia Gibbs
8635 Christopher Dr

Saint John, IN 46373-933 1

amelia-j ean@sbc global.net
219-36s-4469

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS,I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

I

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualif,red Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WD, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-unden¡rritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 l2l l20l I 7 :10:32 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Everardo Del Real
gT2lRedbud Rd

Munster,IN 46321-4117
eddekeal@msn.com
708-214-4744 :

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofmous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date:.5 ll9l20Il l:29:55 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail'house. gpv>

Cc:
subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Nina Wiseman
8206 Buchanan St

Merrillville, IN 4641 0 -6481
nwiseman@mccolly.com
219-801-4ts4 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (aRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC)' In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry1lo (R-WV), Moore

(D-'WÐ, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would oreate an enolmous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-HagarL-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webfotms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 120 l20l I I :37 :24 AM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Tom Gregory
NA

St John, IN 46373-
tom. gregory@cbexchange. com

'

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent orhigher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Reþresentatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capi{o (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Milter (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

morfgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 l2l l20ll 5 :13 :28 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Johanna Frekot
3266W 76rhPl

Merrillville, IN 4641 0 -4415
jnfrekot@att.net

'

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the p.opor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 l22l20l I 8:20:07 PM
To : " INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Alexis Fischer
12275 S V/illiams Ct

Crown Point, IN 46307-3673
ajf45@aol.com
219-779-9419 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent orhigher down-paymends would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers Would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loâns did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakion letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 l2l l20ll 4:44.21 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house, gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Shelly Faber
9419 W l25rhct

Cedar Lake, IN 46303-9247
shelly. fabe r @century 21 . com

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks. 

i

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D.ülI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

This would negatively impact the entire real estate market that is
already dead. Just monitor and punish the crooks. The reason we are in
this mess is no one was mining the store--this is over-kill. Use a
common sense approach. Stop this non-sense. Dishonest people will
always be dishonest--catch them. The people that have used common
sense and played by the rules are the only ones being discriminated
against. They have lost property equity, have to give buyer closing
cost money to close and appraisal cuts--enough. But the government gave

buyers $8000.00 to go by new furniture at Value City--they did not put
it in a ruiny day fund! Enough--they market is correcting

htfp:llin}l:800ilQ/view eml 2.aspx2rid:3019247&nid:323744&did:&.from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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itself-leave it alone.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from.the risk retention

reqfirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of downpayment, were notthe cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakion letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house.gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house.gov>
Date: 5 l20l20Il II:46:32 AM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Dawn Dwyer
227 GreivingSt

Dyer, IN 46311-1810
dawngdwyer@ sbc global. net
219-789-2335 ì

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic Íecovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-\U), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumsrs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 1221201 | 12:13:46 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail'house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Veronica Dunn
2022Dogwood Trl
Apt2b
Merrillville, IN 464 1 0 -4895
veronica@gniar.com

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent oihigher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cryllo (R-WV), Moore

(D:WD, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. 
'Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 5 l22l20l | 2:12:46 PM
To : " INO I IMA" <IN0 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Rose Dobbins
7061E 107th ct

Crown Point, IN 46307-7619
rdobbins@mccolly.com
2r9-662-1432

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty p"t""nt oihigh"t dõwn-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by youpoù"ug.r.r, Senatorslandrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representativei Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cryilo (R-WV)' Moore

(D:WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

Ètt"tr ask Federal Regul4tors to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reforrn and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and ieduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlements. Well-undèrwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isak"soí letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webfotms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>

Date: 5l22l20ll 9 :1 5 :01 PM
To : " INO I IMA" <IN0 I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Kathie Dinga
2000 45th st

Highland, IN 46322-23 88

kdinga@sbcglobal.net
2t9-934-6300 :

As both a constituent and one of amillion members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propo."a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore

(D-M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lètters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoffnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson leffer or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view_eml_2.aspx?rid:3019240&,oid:323195&.did:&from set:&from ... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 5 l22l20II I :16:47 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Steve Meeker
1307 Saint Andrews Dr

Schererville, IN 46375 -2905
reooffers I 0@comcast.net
219-712-7210 ì

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd:Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofinous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-unden¡nitten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congrepsional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house' gov>
Date: 5 l2l l20ll l:47:30 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Valeri McClelland
234Westgate Dr

Valparaiso, IN 463 85-6043
vmcclelland@pruexec. com

'

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payment:s would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-V/V), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoflnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>

Date: 5 l20l20ll 9 :39 :1 6 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Michael McCarney
606 N Woodlawn Ave

Griffith, IN 463 19 -21 43

mj . mccarney@cbexchange. com
219-924-6539 ì

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent orhigher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry{o (R-V/V), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria. I
frequently represent younger, first-time home buyers for whom current

home mortgage programs, such as FHA insured loans, with current down
payment ttq.riterrr"ttts offer their best, if not only chance to be able to

afford their first home. I urge you to strongly support Congress'

original legislative intent on this measure'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mofigages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

http:llin1l:800ilQ/view_eml2.àspx?rid:3019279&,oiÞ323537&.did:&from set=&from .'. 512612011
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Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 l22l20ll 6:14:05 PM
To : " INO 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house' gpv>

Cc:
Súbject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Marti Mancuso
560 Indian Boundary Rd Ste 4

Chesterton, IN 46304 -1577
marti_man@hotmail. com
219-926-1616 '

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I '

believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a houping market recovery' Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the p.opor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent'

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry1lo (R-WV), Moore

(D-M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lètters âsk Federal Reguiators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofmous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagari-

Isaksoí letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http://ingl:800/IQ/view_eml-2.aspx?rid:3019274&,oid:323787 &did:&from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house.gov" <webforms@visclosky.house.gov>

Date: 5 l22l20II 9:46:48 AM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. sharon mahone
7719 Bigger St

Merrillville, IN 464 1 0-5047
s-mahone@att.net
219-769-2327

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cap!1o (R-WV), Moore

(D:\M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

htto:llin}l:800/IO/view eml 2.aspx?rid:3019273&,oid:323772&did:&from- set=&from-... 5126120lI
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 l2l l20ll 12:26:37 AM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Margaret Leitelt
1008 Fran Lin Pkwy

Munster, IN 46321-3505
mleitelt@mccolly.com
2tg-923--4070 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Carnpbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capilo (R-WV), Moore
(D:WÐ, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. P.lease sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http://ing1:800/IQ/view_eml_2.aspx?rid:30I9268&,oíd:323713&'did:&from-set=&from..' 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house.gov" (webforms@visclosky.house.gov>

Dare: 5 123 l20ll 3 :46:01 AM
To : "INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Mitchell Harris
1451 Beargrass Ct.

Valparaiso, IN 46385-61 10

mitchharris@msn.com
219-465-4014 

,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated
by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isaksort (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-VII), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous dôwn-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and
those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention
requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home
Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 51211201 I 9:48:06 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Christine Hall
1043 Reder Rd

Griffrth, IN 463 19-3 1 15

christinehall@remax. net
2r9-922-4600

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymen{s would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated
by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-\U), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofinous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualif,red

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwriffen mortgages from the risk retention
requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http.llin}l:800/IQ/view_em|_2.aspx?rid:3019258&oid:3237S9&did:&from set:&from ... 5126120Il
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5l22l20ll 9:19:37 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA " <INO I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Judith Rooney-Davis
lTl2Lafayette St

Valparaiso, IN 46383-3055
re altor I j rd @gmall. c om
219-46s-6049 ;

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery' Implementing a

new ru|e requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent'

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Crylto (R-WV), Moore

(D:M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lètters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualihed
consumels. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson le1er òr the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view_em?.aspx?rid:3019297&.oid:323770&'did:&from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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From: "webfotms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 l2I l20l I 2:45 :59 PM
To : " INO 1 IMA" <INO I WYR@housemail.house' gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Debra Rasala
1130S500E

Kouts,lN 46347-9733
debrasala@aol.com

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery {epends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implernented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC)' In the House,

Representativei Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Caplto (R-WV), Moore

@:V/I), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter' Both

Ètt.rr ãsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified

consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlements. V/ell-undèrwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagarr-

Isat-soí letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

hrfp:llín0I:800/IQ/view_eml2.aspx?rid:3019295&,oid:323741&'did:&from set:&from ... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 l2l l20l I 12:40:23 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA " <INO I WYR@housemail.house' gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. James Powell
44l2Kingsdale Dr

Valparaiso, IN 463 83- 1432
j impowell@rmxaffi liate s. c om
2t9-462-3994 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent orhigher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the p.opor.d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your 
"oll"ugrr"r, 

Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC)' In the House,

depresentatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cryilo (R-WV), Moore

(D:WD, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lìtters ãsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and.fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. Well-undèrwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

il:t*îrrr, that regularors follow congressional intent. Please sign 
Jhe 

Landrieu-Hagan-

Isak-son letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view_em?.aspx?rid:3019294&,oid:3237I7&'did:&from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5l22l20ll 11 :50:41 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <IN0 I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Mitch Portney
2843 - 5TH

Highland,IN 46324-
mportney 1 9 60 @hotmail. com
219-924-8433 ì

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS,I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

s

That is what will happen if the restrictioirs in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-U[), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection AcL

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requüements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership iri reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQiview_eml].aspx?rid:3019293&,oid:323805&did:&from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>

Date: 5l2l l20ll 6:41:28 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Tamara Polisson
13626 Morse St

Cedar Lake, IN 46303-9648
tatnaru4r emax@y aho o. c om
219-374-5806 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic rqcovery depends largely on a housing market recovery' Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent'

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry1lo (R-WV), Moore

@:WD, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

l.tt"r, ãsk Federal Regulatqrs to follow the intent and languagb of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the T,andrieu-Hagaî-

Isakion letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view_eml_2.aspx?rid:3019292&,oid:323720&did:&from set:&from ... 5126120Il
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 512012011 10:09:57 AM
To : "INO 1 IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IM,A. MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Joe Paniaguas
838 N 450 W

Valparaiso, IN 46385 -7956
jpaniaguas@mccolly. com
2t9-689-8561 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the prop*.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would qeate an enofmous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to.insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

htfp:llin0l:800/IQ/view_eml 2.aspx?rid:3019288&oid:323559&did:&from set:&from ... 5126120ll
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 l22l20II 10:52: I 0 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA " <INO I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Claudia Miller
3201 Saddlebrook Xing

Valparaiso, IN 463 8 5 -2997
claudi a. mi I ler @c entury 2 I . c om

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery.depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"O Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-U[), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofinous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow aRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house.gov" <webfotms@visclosky.house.gov>

Date: 5 120 l20l I 9 :39 :59 AM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <INO I V/Y$@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Brenda Miley
1839 Sunset Blvd

Schererville, IN 46375 -1539
bjmileyl@aol.com
2r9-864-0567

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regúlation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-'M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagarl-

Isakion letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house.gov" <webforms@visclosky.house.gov>

Date: 5 123 l20ll 10:39:05 PM
To :'iINO I IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Carlotta L Blake-King
1004 Highland St

Hammond,IN 46320-2617
carlottabking@yahoo. com
2r9-931-7272

As both a constituent and one of a million members'of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enolmous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. 
'Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Dafe 5123 1201 1 3 :08:30 PM
To : " INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Dawn Bernhardt
1281 Nelson Dr

Chesterton, IN 46304-8948
dawn. b ernh ar dt@cb exchan ge. com
2r9-926-755s ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representativei Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cryilo (R-WV), Moore

(D:WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

i"U"rr âsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

Dear Senator Richard G. Lugar

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and ieduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the'risk retention

requlrements. 
'Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

IsaÈsoi letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 51211201 1 I 1:45:14 AM
To : "INO 1 IMA " <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Kristina Vega
3263 Laporte St

Hobart, IN 46342-1249
krisvega32@yahoo.com
219-902-9090

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the prupor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are'implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D:WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R.FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would ereate an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http://ing1:800/IQ/view_eml2.aspx?rid:3019318&oid:323729&'did:&from set:&from... 512612011
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 120 120 I I 8 :12:24 AM
To : "INO I IMA " <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Armando Valenzuela
11900 McCook St

Cedar Lake, IN 46303-9335
armando. v alenzrela@cb exchange. c om
219-374-6275 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enofmous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators to follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isaksoi letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 51211201 1 10: 1 5:43 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Jeffrey Sederberg
1405 Forest Park Ave

Valparaiso, IN 46385 -3354
j sederberg@comcast.net

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-V/V), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

Message
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 l23l20ll 9 :17 :27 PM
To : " INO 1 IMA " <INO I WYR@housemail.house' gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Buford Eddy
8096 Tuckaway Ct

Crown Point, IN 46307-9390
bufordeddy @fourseasonrealestate. com
219-661-3000 ì

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propo."a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC) In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capllo (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

Ètt.rr âsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enolTnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

When I met with you last week, we discussed this as one of the

potential dangers to the economy as a whole that would no only
ãevistate the REALTOR community but would cost thousands of existing
jobs and jobs that could be created if the real estate market improves.

We were told it takes the average family 14 years to save a20o/o down
payment on an average priced home. If you combine that with the number

of years it takes a family to save for their children's college,

families will be well into their 50's before they can afford to buy a

home.

http:llin1l:800/IQ/view_em|2.aspx?rid=3019563&.oíd:324091&did:&from set:&from ... 5126120II
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Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagarr-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

I

/
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house.gov>

Date: 5 l24l20Il I :12:44 AM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house' gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Carol Dobrzynski
9684Ivy Ave

Saint John, lN 46373-9092
carols@remax.net
2t9-365-1486

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymenis would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), andHagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cryilo (R-WV), Moore
(D:WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoñnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@viscloSky.house. gov>

Date: 5l2ll20ll 6:11:18 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA" <IN0 I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Charles V/irtz
322Magnolia Dr

Crown Point, IN 46307-8498
chuckwirtzr e altor @y aho o . co m
219-678-2800 l

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

ì

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent'

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Caplto (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lìtters ãsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and feeq for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-unden¡rritten mortgages from the risk retention

requîrements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Ha|art'
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>
Date: 512112011 9:46:34 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@houssmail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Karl V/ehle
2925 CoralDr

Hobart,IN 46342-3519
karlwehle@hotmail. com
219-796-3983 ì

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery dep.ends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-'WV), Moore
(D-WÐ, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enornous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availabilþ of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>

Date: 5 l22l20l I l2:I I :22 AM
To : "INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Carmen Ware
834 Pentwater Ln

Schererville, IN 46375 -1294
carmenware@sbc global. net

i

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymends would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

å

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capllo (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement

and redúce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 123 l20l | 9 :38:20 PM
To : "INO I IMA" <INO I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Palmer Myers
1182 E Summit St

Crown Point, IN 46307-2729
pmyers@meridiantitle. com

'

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capilo (R-WV), Moore

(D-IWD, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would qeate an enoÍnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria'

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of'Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webfotms@visclosky.house.gov" <webfotms@visclosky.house.gov>
Date: 5 123 l20I I 5 :04'25 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Jay Mayden
1120 Seminole Dr

Crown Point, IN 46307-5215
jay@cphgmes.com
2t9-776-2879 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

I

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-WÐ, Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5 123 l20ll 9 :Il :23 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Amanda Klimczak
3119 W 79thPl

Menillville, IN 464 I 0 -5157
amandak@remax.net
219-796-3874 :

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cryilo (R-WV), Moore
(D-V/I), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRMrule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.
The majority of homes I sell are first time homebuyers. They

cannot save a 20Yo downpayment without being a burden on their families
for an extended period of time. People need hope right now, and having
to save for years and years just to own a starter home would decimate

the houseing market further.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requiements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagarr-

HTML
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Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosþ.house. gov" (webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 5123 l20Il 6:45:02 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house : gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. christina fieldhouse
1420 Bohling Pl

Crown Point, IN 46307-2313
redheadedrealtor@comcast. net
2197139244 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbelt (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-\n), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the T,andrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosþ.house. gov)
Date: 5 l24l20lI 2:55:1 6 PM
To : "IN0 I IMA" <INO I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Glenn Yerby
2025 Crisman Rd

Portage, IN 46368-1612
gy erby r @rmxaffi li ate s. c o m
219-763-3s45 I

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS,I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks. ' '_

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualifred Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-V/V), Moore
(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulatbrs to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoûnous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan'
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosþ.house. gov)
Date: 5 123 l20ll 3:51:55 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. Tracy VanderWall
9789 E Rustic Dr

Demotte, IN 46310-9384
vandevelop ment@y aho o. c om
219-718-1807 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the p.opor"a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent..

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-qrI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly naffow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-
Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. govl' <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 123 l20l I 7 :02:08 PM
To : "INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Jeff Ronco
2004 Clover Ln

Valparaiso, IN 46385 -2837
shiftred@hotmail.com

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payments would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capilo (R-WV), Moore

(D:M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank S/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enonnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualif,red

consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. V/ell-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

Attachments
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>

Date: 5 123 12011 9:48:57 PM
To : "IN0 1 IMA" <IN0 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Ms. rebeccarazey
228 Belden Pl

Munster, IN 46321-1I06
rlrazey@yahoo.com
219-678-3144 :

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payment]s would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor"d Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colieagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capllo (R-WV), Moore

(D-WI), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lètters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did notmeet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach. ,
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov>
Date: 512512011 1:02:38 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA " <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mr. Gary Holleman
12431Cedar Lake Rd

Crown Point, IN 46307-8736
gholleman@c omc ast. net
2t96627r47 

"

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a
new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the proposed Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)
regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated
by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-V/I), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both
letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision
contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enoÍnous down-payment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagan-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webfotms@visclosky.house. gov)
Date: 5125 l20ll 6:52:19 PM
To : "INO 1 IMA" <IN0 1 V/YR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Kathleen Boswell
1544 45th Ave

Munster,IN 46321-3868
kboswell@remax.net
219-715-3247

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-payment$ would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualified Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LA), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC) In the House,

Representativei Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Cry1lo (R-WV), Moore

(D-\M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

lìtters ãsk Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank V/all Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and ieduce the availability of affordable mortgages for qualified

consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requlrements. Well-undèrwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

tsak-soí lefier or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house. gov)
Dafe: 5126120ll 11 : 19: I 5 AM
To : " INO 1 IMA" <IN0 I WYR@housemail.house. gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Mary Boender
708 Pintail Ln

Hobart,IN 46342-9402
mary-boender@sbcglobal.net

'

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I
believe that our economic recovery depends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty percent or higher down-paymentþ would stop the housing recovery in
its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.d Qualif,red Residential Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implemented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

by your colleagues, Senators Landrieu (D-LÀ), Isakson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,

Representatives Campbell (R-CA), Sherman (D-CA), Perlmutter (D-CO), Capito (R-WV), Moore
(D-M), Miller (R-CA), Himes (D-CT) and Posey (R-FL) are circulating a similar letter. Both

letters ask Federal Regulators to follow the intent and language of the QRM exemption provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an enormous down-payment requirement

and reduce the availabilþ of affordable mortgages for qualified
consumefs. Few borrowers would be able to meet these requirements and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the QRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

requirements. Well-underwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagarr-

Isakson letter or the Sherman-Campbell letter today to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" <webforms@visclosky.house' gov>

Date: 5 12612011 7 :36:1 0 PM
To : " INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house' gpv>

Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Subject: Ask Federal Regulators to follow Dodd-Fra

Mrs. Chanel Harris
162l W 53rd Pl

Merrillville, IN 46410-13 I 1

chanel@harrisri.com
2194724424 ,

As both a constituent and one of a million members of the National Association of REALTORS, I

believe that our economic recovery {epends largely on a housing market recovery. Implementing a

new rule requiring a twenty p"r""ttt oihigh.r dõwn-paymentb would stop the housing recovery in

its tracks.

That is what will happen if the restrictions in the propor.a Qualifred ResidenJial Mortgage (QRM)

regulation are implernented. It is my belief that this was not your legislative intent.

I am writing to ask you as my Senators and Representative to sign on to a letter being circulated

akson (R-GA), and Hagan (D-NC). In the House,
apito (R-WV), Moore
imilar letter. Both
exemPtion Provision

contained in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.

The proposed QRM rule would create an e quirement

and reduce the availability of affordable m
consumers. Few borrowers would be able to me and

those that do would be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for

safe loans did not meet the exceedingly narrow QRM criteria.

Congress included the eRM to exempt safe, well-underwritten mortgages from the risk retention

Ãq.r]r.*"nts. S/ell-undèrwritten loans, regardless of down payment, were not the cause of the

mortgage crisis.

I urge you to insist that regulators follow congressional intent. Please sign the Landrieu-Hagaî-

tsak"son letter or the Sherrãan-Campbell leueitoday to help keep the American Dream of Home

Ownership in reach.

http://ingl:g00/Ie/view_eml_2.aspx?rid:3020643&,oid:325158&did:&from set:&from ... 512712011



Yiay 24, 2O!I

Representative Peter Visclosky
P.alzlourn House Office Building" !4,oom
IndependenÊe Ã.wênl-lê ânÉl lrst Strêêt,
Washington, DC 20515-t40L

Ðear Reprêsêntatj.ve Visclosþr,

Àg both a congtituent and one of a million members of the National
Association of ltEALToRs, L berieve that our economic rêcovery depends
largeJ.y on a housinq markêt recovêry- rmple-rnenting. a nêw rtrre requiring
a twenÈy percent or higher down-palzments would stop the housing
rocovory in íts tracks.

That is what wíll happeu if the restrir:tír¡ns ir: the prrrposed Quafifiecl
ResídenÈial Mortgage (ORM) regulation are impJ-ementeá. ft is my belief
that this hras not your legíslative intent.'

r am writing to ask you as my senators and Representative to sign sn ts
a l-ottor boing circulatcd by your corlceguos, sonators Lqndri.cu (D-r,^),
fsâkson (R-GA), ancl Hagan (D-NC) - fn the Hoì.lse, RêFrêsêntativÊs
Ca¡rì¡þell (R-CA) , Sherrnan (D-CA) , Perlnrutter (D-CO) , Capito (R-VüV),
Moore (D I¡II), Miller (R CÀ) , Himeg (D CT) and pocey (R FL) are
circulating a sÍmirar lettêr. Both letters ask !'ed.eraI Regulators to
fol low l.lte irrl.errl. attrl -1 artgttage of LtrÉ+ QRM exe;rrr1rl.i()n I)r:()vìsiorr r:or¡1.¡rirrecl
in the Dodd-Frank vfarl street Reform and consunìer prãÈection Act.
The proposed QRM rule ¡^¡ould creat.ê an enoimaus dor^¡n-pá]zment requirement
and reduce the availability of affordable morÈgages foi quarified
consumers. Few borrowers woutrd be able to meet these requirements and
those that do wourd be forced to pay much higher rates and fees for
saf-e; lrxrlr.s rlirl rrr¡1. ¡lreel. l.lre ex<:ee¿rlingly rr;.rr.r.ow eRM <:r.il.er.ia;
qonqress inctuded the ei{M to exempt safe, v¡el'l-r-rnderwritten mortgages
fram the risk retentíon reqr-rirêmênt.s - vrrerJ.-prttì.erwrittan 1oan.s,
regardless of dowr: paynrer:t, were not tl:é caüse trf tþe nrortgage crisis.
r urge you to lnsist that rêgulators folior^¡ conqressianal intent.
Pl ea.se+ s igrr l.lre+ T,arrrlr i eu-H;rgarr-T.sakso¡r I e.:l.l.er oi l.lre- .Slrer.nrar¡-Carrr¡*:e.: l I
letter today to help keep the American'Dream of llome ovrnership i-n
reach..

Sincerely,

Ms. Phy]-]-ls McNaill
427 W US Highway 30
Schererville, IÌ{ 46375-L744
(2r.9 ) 78:¡.-4St B

2256
SltT
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From: "webforms@visclosky.house. gov" (webforms@visclosþ.house. gov>

Date: 5127 12017 5 :02:58 PM
To : " INO I IMA" <INO 1 WYR@housemail.house. gpv>
Cc:
Subject: IMA MAIL ON Real Estate LenCting--20% down

Ms Marla DeCero
117 Bluegráss Dr.

Schererville, IN 46375
marlallT@att.net
219-730-9592 ì

I have been a real estate broker in NW Ind. for over 30 years. Please stop

this new law the Government is tryi4g to put into affect that aperson has

to have 20Yo downto buy a house. You will kill the real estaie industry along with so many other

industries like: carpet, paint, wood, steel, furniture,appliances, landscaping, windows, drywall, etc.

etc. These kids :

today are lucky to scrape up the FHA down payment, let alone 20%. Any

house under $225,000 will never sell because no one has 20Yo to buy it. You think we have a mess

now--if you let this pass, God help us. The American peôple desire to own a home. I guess all of
you havé so much money that you have forgotten the ãverage American and how hard everyone is

struggling to live in today's world. Government because they were not watching, let the lending

industry áo all these wrong things, now don't punish the American people because they did not do

their jobs. Please, please do not let this law pass.

http:llin0l:800/IQ/view_eml-2.aspx?rid:3020828&,oid:325289&did:&from set:&from ... 5l3ll20ll


